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Disc. No.1706, dated 14.05.15 at Satara MM 

(Extracts) 

Timing: 25.25-27.05 

Student: Baba, an earthquake occured in Nepal what is its unlimited meaning? 

Baba: Why isn’t there any unlimited meaning? Nai-paal, the one who sustains the new world. 

But is that Nepal the Nepal of the path of bhakti, the limited Nepal or unlimited Nepal? That is a 

limited Nepal. That limited Nepal of the path of bhakti, is the path of bhakti moving ahead or is 

the path of knowledge moving ahead? The path of bhakti is moving ahead. That path of bhakti is 

telling us that those who sustain the new world will face the difficulties first. The mother earth 

will bring difficulties first for them in the form of Mahakali. Massive earthquakes will occur. 

The land like maidens and mothers will shake a lot. For whom will they shake? Will they shake 

first for the Islamvanshis
1
, will they shake for the Baudhivanshis

2
, will they shake first for the 

Christianvanshis
3
 first or will they shake for the Suryavanshis

4
? 

Students: They will shake first for the Suryavanshis. 

Baba: Only those whose part will be revealed first will be tested first. They alone will face the 

earthquakes first. 

(Baba asked the brother who raised the question) Didn’t you understand this unlimited meaning? 

Did you or didn’t you? Say yes or no brother. 

Student: I understood. 

Baba: Yes. 

 

Timing: 36.12-38.28 

Student: Baba, there are mountains of ice on the North Pole and the South Pole. So, one of those 

two mountains is Brahma Baba; so, who is the other one in an unlimited sense? 

Baba: Then who is the Himalaya? 

Student: It is Brahma, isn’t it? 

Baba: Arey, is the Himalaya the North Pole? The Himalaya is near Hindustan. The North Pole is 

very far away, north of even Asia. It is situated north of even the Asian continent. It is called the 

North Pole. There are high mountains of ice formed there. They will also break.  

Student: No, there are mountains of ice on the North Pole and the South Pole, aren’t there? So, 

one is Brahma Baba. 

Baba: Again you say Brahma Baba. Brahma Baba is the Himalaya. 

Student: Is he not a mountain of ice? 

Baba: He is a mountain of ice, but his name is the Himalaya. 

Student: Is he not the North Pole, the South Pole? 

Baba said: Him+aalay. The ice is frozen there; this is why it is Himalaya (an abode of ice). The 

North Pole and the South Pole are such mountains that when the destruction takes place, they 

break up, when earthquakes occur, they disintegrate and all the blocks of ice go in the ocean. The 

water of the ocean will rise. There will be floods in the entire world; it will be inundated. 

Student: So, who are the North Pole and the South Pole in the unlimited? 

                                                                 
1 Those belonging to the Islam dynasty 
2 Those belonging to the Buddhist dynasty 
3 Those belonging to the Christian dynasty 
4 Those belonging to the Sun dynasty 
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Baba: Have you heard the name of the atheists (naastik) who don’t believe in God, they don’t 

believe in heaven, they don’t believe in hell, they don’t believe in anything. They remain in their 

own ego. Is their intellect frozen? It is frozen. 

 

Timing: 40.50-43.02 

Student: Baba, it has been said in the murli that it takes forty to fifty years for you children to 

become satopradhan from tamopradhan. So, forty years are completed in 2018. 40 years are 

applicable for which souls? And how much time will it take for the other new souls which come? 

Baba: For whom did it start in 76? For whom was the beginning first of all? 

Student: For the soul of Ram. 

Baba: For the soul of Ram; so, the end will also happen for him first. 

Student: Baba, the narration of knowledge will stop after 2018, won’t it? 

Baba: The soul of Ram won’t narrate knowledge, but will the children narrate it or not? Arey, if 

the soul of Ram won’t narrate knowledge; will the one who becomes complete, who becomes a 

perfect soul need to work through the indriyaan
5
 or will he keep performing all the tasks through 

the power of yoga? 

Students: He will do it through the power of yoga. 

Baba: He will perform the entire task through the power of yoga. There won’t be any need for 

him to speak at all. There won’t be any need to run around at all. So, won’t his children be [like 

him] according to their number? Will they be [like him] or not? There will be children according 

to their number. First the eight will emerge; then 108 will emerge, then the thousand arms of 

Brahma will also emerge, then sixteen thousand who are sustained in the royal family will 

emerge, then one lakh, two lakhs, four and a half lakhs will also emerge. So, won’t those 

children narrate knowledge? Arey, will the knowledge continue in future or not? 

Student: It will. 

Baba: It will. 

 

Timing: 49.03-50.30 

Student: Baba, it is said that we should sit at amritvela and give searchlight. So, how should we 

give it? 

Baba: Whom should we give searchlight? 

Student: To the soul. 

Baba: First remember the face of that soul. When you remember the face, then remember the 

point like soul in his forehead, when you start remembering his point like soul, when you 

become constant in that stage, then bring Shivbaba to your forehead and just as you throw light 

with a torch, similarly tell Shivbaba on your forehead, “Baba, give him searchlight. I don’t have 

the power.” Shivbaba will give searchlight. Continue to sit. If the intellect goes here and there, 

pull it back, give drishti to that soul again and again, give searchlight. If you keep doing this for 

half an hour or an hour everyday, it will definitely bring result. If someone doesn’t listen to the 

knowledge when you narrate it to him, if someone isn’t lifted through love, if someone isn’t 

lifted through warning, if there is no effect on him through any method, then what should you 

do? You should give the donation of yoga, you should give searchlight. 

 

Timing: 52.05-53.52 

                                                                 
5 Parts of the body used to perform actions and the sense organs 
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Student: Baba, it is said that very fast service is going on in Africa. But they haven’t recognized 

the Father at all, what kind of service is it? 

Baba: Yes, service is going on. For example, there is a brother named Suraj in Mount Abu; does 

he narrate the Advance knowledge or not? Does he do the service of the advance [party] or not?  

Student: Yes. 

Baba: But whom does he hide? He hides the Father. Similarly, service is going on in Africa. The 

same advance knowledge, the truth will spread. Does the truth spread more or does falsehood 

spread more? Does falsehood have feet (stability) or does truth have feet? 

Student: Truth. 

Baba: Truth has feet. And falsehood doesn’t have feet at all. So, the truth which has feet, that 

truth keeps spreading automatically without doing service, without running around at a fast pace. 

Are the Brahmakumaris running around more or are the members of the Advance [party] running 

around more? 

Students: The Brahmakumaris. 

Baba: They are running around more, but that knowledge is not spreading; people don't even 

want to listen to it and people are automatically eager to listen to the advance knowledge. So, 

that knowledge is spreading in Africa as well, but what is the difference? The knowledge that is 

spreading in Africa, whatever is spreading through internet, they grasp it, but they cannot 

recognize the Father. Nobody except the Father can give the introduction of the Father. 

 

Timing: 01.00.08-01.02.18 

Student: The purusharth of the soul of Ram is completed in 2018, isn't it? At that time it will be 

called era 1.1.1, won’t it? 

Baba: Definitely, when he is the father of the entire world, the era will begin from him alone or 

will it begin from someone else? Will the era begin from the children or will it begin from the 

one who is everyone's father? The era begins only from the one who is everybody's father. When 

it is Vikram era, the Vikram era begins only after Vikramaditya, isn't it? There is the Shaka era. 

The Shaka rule, the Shaka era began when there was the rule of Shaka and Huns. Similarly, there 

is the Christian era. Who started it? It began with Jesus Christ. The Hijri era began with 

Mohammad. 

Student: The revelation of the Father takes place at that very time (in 2018), will it be through 

the soul of Ram or…? 

Baba: No, it can be through you as well, why do you lose courage? Will we be benefitted if we 

think of others or will we be benefitted if we think of our soul? We should remain busy in 

thinking about the soul. 

Student: Baba, just now Baba said in the murli that the Father will become hidden. 

Baba: Will the Father become hidden for everyone or for the children? 

Students: For everyone. 

Baba: Will He become hidden for the eight? Arey, will any family be formed or not? When the 

new world is established, will a family unit be established in the new world or not? It will. Will 

He become hidden in front of the eight children? No. Then, other children will keep emerging. 

The number will keep increasing. 

 

Timing: 01.02.26-01.06.47 

Student: Baba, will the new era begin from 2018 or from 2036? It is because the new world 

begins from 2036, doesn't it? 
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Baba: Krishna Janmashtami is celebrated and Shiva’s jayanti (Shivjayanti) is also celebrated; so 

is the jayanti (birthday) of the corporeal one celebrated, is the birthday of the corporeal one 

celebreated or is the birthday of the incorporeal One celebrated? (Students: Of the corporeal 

one.) Birthday of the corporeal one is celebrated. So, as regards Shiva's birth, the birth like 

revelation; will the soul of Ram be revealed later on or will he remain hidden? He will be 

revealed; when he is revealed, then along with the revelation of the Father Ram, will the 

revelation of the child also take place or not? Does the birth of the child take place along with the 

Father's birth or not? The child is also born; this is why Shiva's birth is also considered to be at 

12 o’clock midnight; Mahashivratri as well as Krishna Janmashtami is celebrated at midnight. 

When there is the deep dark night of ignorance in this world, those following the basic 

knowledge will also be in the darkness of ignorance, the people of the world will also be in the 

darkness of ignorance and all those following the advance knowledge will also be in darkness of 

ignorance, what will happen at that time? What will happen at that time, in that second, in that 

moment? That which has been spoken of in the murli will happen; nothing else will happen. The 

purushottam
6

 moment to become purushottam is also fixed in this Confluence Age; the 

purushottam year is also in the Confluence Age, the true purushottam month is also in the 

Confluence Age. They simply keep celebrating the false one. What? When the revelation takes 

place; there will be a moment when the Father Ram will be revealed and along with him the 

Father Shiva will also be revealed or will He continue to be hidden? He will be revealed. When 

God will be revealed in front of the world, will anyone say that the birth didn’t happen? When a 

child is born, can anyone say that the birth didn’t happen? Arey, is he hidden as long as he is 

hidden in the womb or is he hidden when he is born?  (Students: He is hidden in the womb.) He 

is hidden in the womb. So, is it the period of being hidden now or is He revealed? (Students: A 

secretive task is going on.) Now the Pandavas are also hidden; Panda (the Father) is hidden, our 

knowledge is hidden, our donation is hidden, our respect, position, everything is hidden. Then 

what will happen? The era 1.1.1 will begin and our status, our donation, our dignity, our 

purusharth, everything will start being revealed according to our number (rank). At that time, 

will we children feel ourselves to be in the abode of death or in the Abode of immortality? 

(Students: We will feel ourselves to be in the Abode of immortality.) We will be immortal. Does 

being immortal mean that we will not leave the body? Will we leave the body in this world and 

go to the Supreme Abode or not? We will certainly go there, but being immortal means that we 

won’t have a doubting intellect. What happens now? Today, we have faithful intellect and 

tomorrow Maya defeats us. But what will happen later? What will we, the children of Amarnath 

(the Lord of immortal ones) become? We will become immortal. Om Shanti. 

                                                                 
6 The best among all the men 


